
Reference pointing of LSA/MMA antennasRobert LucasInstitut de RadioAstronomie Millim�etriqueNovember 3, 1997AbstractWe investigate the accuracy of pointing measurements for proposed versions of theLSA/MMA array. We show that in interferometric mode, the sensitivity of pointingmeasurements is governed, expressed as a fraction of the beam width, by the productof the surface of one antenna by the square root of the number of antennas, andthus does not scale like the total collecting power. Frequent pointing calibration tothe accuracy needed for mosaics should be possible, relaxing the need for pointingstability on time scales longer than 30 min. In that respect we have checked thepointing performance of the Plateau de Bure antennas; the pointing accuracy inSeptember weather is nearly always limited by atmospheric seeing (independently ofoperating frequency).1 IntroductionTable 1: Pointing speci�cations for the MMA/LSA antennasDiameter Beam Pointing(300 GHz) map mosaic8m 3200 3:200 1:10010m 2500 2:500 0:80012m 2100 2:100 0:70015m 1700 1:700 0:600The pointing needs for the antennas considered for the proposed LSA/MMA collabo-ration are summarized in Table 1. The requirement to point at a tenth of a beam widthseems su�cient for good quality imaging in a �eld smaller than the primary beam width.However there is a lot of concern for being able to image �elds larger than one beam widthby mosaicing. From the work of Holdaway ([1997]) it appears that mosaics with high dy-namic range (� 500) require pointing to 1/30th of a beam width, hence the last columnin Table 1. Note however that anomalous refraction (Holdaway [1997]) limits pointingaccuracy to about 0:500 for a large fraction of the available time.1



2 SENSITIVITY OF POINTING CALIBRATION MEASUREMENTS 2In this memo I try to address the following topics: (i) Will sensitivity allow the pointingbe calibrated to such an accuracy, and how frequently? (ii) What is our experience withpointing calibration of the 15m Plateau de Bure antennas?2 Sensitivity of pointing calibration measurementsThe most e�cient way to measure the pointing o�sets is to move the antennas to a con-tinuum source and perform a �ve point map. From the measured baseline amplitudes onehas to determine the antenna amplitude gains as a function of antenna positions. Then,for each antenna, the gain variation as a function of antenna o�sets is used to �nd thepointing o�sets.2.1 Sensitivity of antenna amplitude gain determinationAssume we have an interferometer with N antennas. We want to determine the powergain gi of antenna i, by observing a point source of ux density S.The quantities we measure are the baseline amplitudes: Let us note bij the amplitudeof the correlation product of the outputs of antennas i and j.One has: bij = S�pgigjwhich may be written, since the power gains gi are positive:�ij = i + jwhere �ij = log bij=S, and i = 1=2 log gi. We thus have N(N � 1) linear equations tosolve for the N unknowns i. Such a system is usually solved using the method of leastsquares. One minimizes: Xj 6=i(i + j � �ij)2for which the N conditions are:Xj 6=i(i + j � �ij) = 0 [i = 1; : : : ; N ]which may be rewritten as:(N � 2)i + Xj=1;N j �Xj 6=i �ij = 0 [i = 1; : : : ; N ]Adding these equations one obtains:(N � 1) Xj=1;N j = Xj=1;N Xk>j �jkIt is then straightforward to substitute this back and get:i = 1N � 2Xj 6=i �ij � 1(N � 1)(N � 2) Xj=1;N Xk>j �jk



2 SENSITIVITY OF POINTING CALIBRATION MEASUREMENTS 3Here the second term contains all the baseline amplitudes. This formula is derived in amuch more elegant way (and in French) by E. Anterrieu ([1992]). Let's rewrite it in aslightly di�erent way:i = 1N � 1Xj 6=i �ij � 1(N � 1)(N � 2)Xj 6=i Xk 6=i;>j �jkNow the �rst term contains all baselines connected to antenna i, the second one containsall the other baselines; for instance for 3 antennas, one obtains the well-known formula:1 = 12(�12 + �13)� 12�23; g1 = b12b23=b23Now all the �ij contain noise terms which are uncorrelated. Then for the correspondingr.m.s. uctuations we get:�2i = � 1N � 1�2Xj 6=i ��2ij +  1(N � 1)(N � 2)!2Xj 6=i Xk 6=i;>j ��2jk (1)In the large signal-to-noise limit: �i = 1=2�gi=gi, ��ij = �bij=bij. Let us assume furtherthat all antennas have the same gain gi = G and sensitivity: �bij = � :�G2 = 4 �2S2�(N � 1)2  N � 1 + (N � 1)(N � 2)2(N � 2)2 !�G = 2 �S�s 2N � 32(N � 1)(N � 2)The rms of the power gain is thus behaving like 2�=(S�pN) in the large N limit. Thisis because in Eq. 1 the �rst (N � 1) terms are going to dominate the summation when Nis large, since the other (N � 1)(N � 2)=2 are multiplied by a 1=(N � 2)2 factor. The rmsgain also diverges for N < 3: it is well-known that it is not possible to measure the gain ofa single antenna in a two-element interferometer. This formula slightly di�ers from thatof Cornwell and Fomalont ([1989]); the asymptotic behaviour is the same ( �=(S�pN) forthe amplitude gains) but their result diverges for N = 3.In the case of heterogeneous arrays the previous analysis has to be re�ned; We do thisin Appendix A. The result for a large number of antennas is simply:�G1 = 2 � �1S�s�D21Awhere G1 is the gain of kind 1 , �1 the rms in one baseline connecting two antennas ofkind 1, and A is the total collecting area of the array.2.2 Sensitivity of pointing o�set determinationThe 1� error �x on the position measurement using the �ve point method, assuming aGaussian beam of half-power size �B, and using o�sets of �Bp8 log 2 , is given by:



2 SENSITIVITY OF POINTING CALIBRATION MEASUREMENTS 4�x = �G�Bpe4plog 2 � 0:495�gi�Bor �x = 0:99 ��BS�pNBut it is more e�cient to move the antennas so that one out of �ve is always pointed.Then each pointed antenna is worth 4 displaced ones, in terms of �nal signal to noise ratio.Thus �x � 0:99 ��BS�q8N=5 � 0:80 ��BS�pNLet us now estimate � for N antennas of diameter D, at frequency �. Assuming a bandwith of 8 GHz and an integration time of � seconds:� = 24�15D �2 TSYS100 ��0:5 mJythen using �B = 51(100=�)(15=D)00:�x = 190S� �15D �3 TSYS� � 40N� �0:5Note that the dependence on frequency is to �rst order only through the source ux S�,since one may assume TSYS=� � 0:5 at all frequencies.The actual duration of the pointing measurement can be estimated as �p = 5�+10+2��pwhere �p is the angular distance (in degrees) to �nd a suitable pointing source. Here Iassume a settling time of 2 seconds between two consecutive points in the �ve-point map,and a slewing rate of 1 degree per second.If we want to be able to point frequently (say every 15 minutes), and are willing tospend less than 10% of the time on pointing, then a practical upper limit on � is 15seconds; we do not wish to go further than �p � 5 degrees, since a higher value will putsevere constraints on the accuracy on the pointing model.Then the minimum usable ux is set by:S� = 25�x �15D �3 �40N �0:5Values for di�erent array options are given in Table 2. The pointing goal there is toobtain a rms pointing error of �B=30 at 300 GHz. Thus we set �x to half of this valueso that the measurement error does not contribute signi�cantly to the rms pointing error.This sets the minimum ux; the density of sources above that minimum ux is estimatedfrom Holdaway et al. ([1994]). It appears that the 40 � 8m may have serious di�cultiesto �nd enough pointing sources, while the proposed large homogeneous arrays should haveenough sensitivity for frequent, high accuracy pointing measurements, thus relaxing therequirements on pointing stability on time scales longer than about 30 minutes.



2 SENSITIVITY OF POINTING CALIBRATION MEASUREMENTS 5For heterogeneous arrays with (N1; N2) antennas of sizes (D1; D2), the minimum uxbecomes (see Appendix A):S� = 25�x �15D �2  40� 152N1D21 +N2D22!0:5The results in Table 2 are then unchanged if part of the arrays are replaced by antennasof di�erent sizes, provided the total collecting area is conserved. Note that here the needto correlate the smaller antennas with the larger ones is essential.We have assumed here that the pointing could be calibrated at any frequency. It is ofcourse desirable to calibrate the pointing at the observing frequency. Di�erent apertureilluminations at widely di�erent frequencies combined with time-dependent structural de-formations might cause a time variable pointing di�erence between the two beams. Thisshould be more closely investigated. Table 2:Weakest usable pointing calibrator (integration � = 15s). The minimum ux does notdepend on frequency (assuming TSYS=� = 1K/GHz), while the source counts apply onlyat 90 GHz. The last column is the angular radius of the cone in which one pointing sourceis to be found on average.N D �x S� n(S�) �p(m) (00) (mJy) (sr�1) (deg.)128 8 0.53 173 166 2.590 10 0.43 132 249 2.064 12 0.35 109 333 1.840 15 0.28 88 457 1.5



3 PERFORMANCE OF PLATEAU DE BURE ANTENNAS 63 Performance of Plateau de Bure antennas3.1 Pointing measurementsWe have tested the performance of the Plateau de Bure antennas by doing repeated point-ing measurements on strong sources. The measurement technique was either cross scansof about 30 seconds duration, or �ve point maps with 10 second integrations on each ofthe �ve points. After each measurement the pointing corrections were updated. Focusingwas also done on the same sources.The sources were 2230+114, 3C454.3, 0923+392; their uxes were in the range 4 to 6Jy. The 1� measurement errors were 0:12�0:2000 for the �ve point method and 0:25�0:5000for the cross scan method. The results are summarised in Table 3. Only four antennaswere available. The measured pointing errors show a slow drift (a few seconds per hour),and short term uctuations. The results are shown in Figs. 1 to 5. For each day I havecomputed the residual r.m.s. deviation after removing a polynomial baseline (linear forthe short experiments, of degree 2-4 for the long ones).3.2 E�ect of WindIt is clear from Table 3 and the Fig 6 that the mechanical e�ect of wind on the antennasis not the dominant cause of pointing uctuations. The night with the strongest wind(October 1st) had actually one of the lowest r.m.s pointing uctuations. On that night theelevation pointing of antennas 4 and 5 (and to some extent antenna 1) showed a drift byabout 500 in about half an hour while the wind increased from 6 to 8 m/s (�g. 5).3.3 SeeingAnomalous refraction was �rst observed with the 30-m telescope (Altenho� et al. [1987]). Itwas observed to occasionally move the source images by a large fraction of the beam width.It is well recognized that it is due to the same random uctuations of the atmospheric watercontent, constantly observed by millimeter interferometers, which would limit the angularresolution of our synthesis maps to about one arc second on average nights, without the helpof the radiometric phase correction. In that case the term `seeing' seems more appropriate,in relation with optical astronomy. These random uctuations persist on the scale of asingle dish; a linear variation in the water content across the telescope aperture causes alinear phase gradient and thus a deviation of the beam.The atmospheric rms phase uctuation �� in an interferometric observation is generallyrelated to the baseline length b by a relation of the form ��(b) / b� (Olmi and Downes[1992]). The power law exponent � is in the range 0:4 � 0:8. If one extrapolates thisrelation to scales smaller than the antenna size, one may predict the amplitude of therandom pointing deviations (seeing) caused by these phase uctuations:�� = ��(D)2� �D



3 PERFORMANCE OF PLATEAU DE BURE ANTENNAS 7
Table 3: Summary of pointing measurements19 Sep. Wind: 2.1 m/s Elevation � 42:0night Seeing(Az) .31 Seeing(El) .40Axis Azimuth ElevationAntenna 1 2 4 5 1 2 4 5Pointing rms .38 .70 .36 .48 .48 .41 .71 .94Tracking rms .57 .37 .33 .76 .35 .23 .27 .18Measurement rms .52 .44 .20 .26 .38 .23 .23 .2420 Sep. Wind: 4.5 m/s Elevation � 35:0noon Seeing(Az) 2.90 Seeing(El) 3.56Axis Azimuth ElevationAntenna 1 2 4 5 1 2 4 5Pointing rms 2.13 1.43 2.42 1.64 2.71 3.35 3.89 3.17Tracking rms .36 .25 .25 .46 .35 .29 .31 .25Measurement rms 1.18 1.01 1.02 .98 .98 .95 .94 .9821 Sep. Wind: .0 m/s Elevation � 75:0sunrise Seeing(Az) .69 Seeing(El) .71Axis Azimuth ElevationAntenna 1 2 4 5 1 2 4 5Pointing rms .83 .60 .85 .40 1.06 .96 2.27 .93Tracking rms .38 .27 .27 .39 .39 .28 .30 .29Measurement rms .53 .46 .23 .22 .36 .30 .29 .4221 Sep. Wind: .0 m/s Elevation � 40:0day Seeing(Az) 3.21 Seeing(El) 4.23Axis Azimuth ElevationAntenna 1 2 4 5 1 2 4 5Pointing rms 2.61 2.12 2.76 2.46 3.11 2.94 2.80 3.14Tracking rms .38 .27 .27 .39 .39 .28 .30 .29Measurement rms .73 .70 .54 .58 .61 .52 .55 .6025 Sep. Wind: 2.0 m/s Elevation � 32:0day Seeing(Az) .69 Seeing(El) 1.01Axis Azimuth ElevationAntenna 1 2 4 5 1 2 4 5Pointing rms .51 .65 .94 .34 1.40 1.00 1.29 1.05Tracking rms .47 .58 .26 .67 .20 .13 .23 .18Measurement rms .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .13 .12



3 PERFORMANCE OF PLATEAU DE BURE ANTENNAS 8
Table 4: Summary of pointing measurements (continued)28 Sep. Wind: 2.5 m/s Elevation � 50:0night Seeing(Az) .59 Seeing(El) .69Axis Azimuth ElevationAntenna 1 2 4 5 1 2 4 5Pointing rms .84 .65 .74 .37 .83 .58 .82 .79Tracking rms 2.67 .49 .29 .79 .35 .22 .55 .45Measurement rms .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .13 .1229 Sep. Wind: 2.5 m/s Elevation � 65:0noon Seeing(Az) 1.54 Seeing(El) 1.57Axis Azimuth ElevationAntenna 1 2 4 5 1 2 4 5Pointing rms .63 .85 .62 .74 1.15 .77 1.10 .92Tracking rms .54 .52 .29 .60 .28 .26 .21 .19Measurement rms .14 .13 .14 .14 .14 .14 .15 .1429 Sep. Wind: 2.0 m/s Elevation � 65:0afternoon Seeing(Az) 3.19 Seeing(El) 3.42Axis Azimuth ElevationAntenna 1 2 4 5 1 2 4 5Pointing rms 1.19 1.66 2.02 1.89 1.90 2.42 2.27 1.47Tracking rms 1.25 .42 .40 .60 .38 .32 .39 .30Measurement rms .14 .15 .16 .15 .15 .15 .15 .1501 Oct. Wind: 7.0 m/s Elevation � 60:0night Seeing(Az) .50 Seeing(El) .54Axis Azimuth ElevationAntenna 1 2 4 5 1 2 4 5Pointing rms .52 .57 .36 .47 .83 .72 1.33 .84Tracking rms 1.12 .60 .34 .83 1.02 .26 .31 .22Measurement rms .18 .18 .19 .19 .18 .18 .19 .1801 Oct. Wind: 8.5 m/s Elevation � 50:0night Seeing(Az) .66 Seeing(El) .76Axis Azimuth ElevationAntenna 1 2 4 5 1 2 4 5Pointing rms .59 .56 .84 .71 .77 .71 1.08 .71Tracking rms 2.11 .40 .39 1.03 .95 .31 .55 .33Measurement rms .18 .18 .19 .19 .18 .18 .19 .18
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Figure 1: September 19th data
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Figure 2: September 21st data
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Figure 3: September 28th data
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Figure 4: September 29th data
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Figure 5: October 1st data. The wind direction was almost exactly North; The antennaswere pointed to the South-West at 40-60 degrees elevation.
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Figure 6: Attempt to correlate observed pointing errors with wind velocity.



4 CONCLUSIONS 15This formula should actually only be valid for azimuth deviations; for elevation a moreappropriate formula at elevation � should be�� = ��(D= sin �)2� �Dsince the antenna beam intercepts an ellipse of axes D and D= sin � in each layer of theatmosphere.For the above pointing data the information on phase uctuations is available on sixbaselines in the range 24 to 64 m. I have assumed an index � = 0:6 and extrapolated thephase data down to 15-m scale to compute the seeing parameters �� and ��. The observedpointing errors are plotted as a function of these parameters in Fig. 7. The pointing errorsaveraged on all antennas are also shown in Fig. 8.It is clear that the observed pointing errors are well correlated with atmospheric see-ing; however, as can be shown by averaging the data of the three points with highestuctuations, the above method must be overestimating the seeing by about 50%. This ismost probably due to di�erent sampling times in the pointing measurements and the phasemeasurements. The individual pointing scans were separated by longer time intervals thanthe typical integration time of phase measurements (actually estimated from the point-ing scans themselves). One should ideally do more frequent pointing scans, and interruptthem from time to time to perform longer on-source integrations, suitable to sample thetemporal structure function of the phase uctuations. The seeing parameter could havealso been overestimated if the exponent � was systematically higher for scales lower than24m.On the other hand, the points with lowest uctuations in Fig. 8 do lie above thestraight line; this could be due to overestimation of the pointing error r.m.s. (at this levelthe measurement error may contribute to the statistics). However measured tracking errorsare in the 0:2� 0:500 range and must contribute to the observed r.m.s.In a recent memo Holdaway ([1997]) computed the expected pointing degradation dueto seeing on the Chajnantor site. He found that r.m.s. deviations of 0:500 should be expectedabout half of the time.4 Conclusions� The absolute precision to which the pointing of array elements can be measuredscales like the inverse cube of their diameter and the inverse square root of theirnumber. Therefore larger antennas are favored.� Frequent pointing calibration should be possible with the LSA/MMA antennas, inorder to reach a pointing accuracy suitable for high dynamic range mosaics (0:3�0:500,depending on the antenna size), provided the tracking is able to reach that accuracy.This could relax the need for pointing stability on time scales longer that 30 min.� Measured on a 1 hour time scale, the pointing stability of the Plateau de Bureantennas is about � 100/hour r.m.s. in low wind conditions (< 5m=s)
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Figure 7: Correlation of observed pointing errors with the seeing parameter. The bigsquares are the observed pointing r.m.s. deviations in arc seconds; the small squaresindicate the measurement r.m.s. errors. The curved lines represents ps2 + 0:72 where s isthe seeing parameter
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Figure 8: Correlation of observed pointing errors with the seeing parameter: same asFig. 7, for the average of the four available antennas
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A GAIN DETERMINATION IN HETEROGENEOUS ARRAYS 19which may be rewritten: i(Xj 6=iwj) +Xj 6=iwjj =Xj 6=iwj�ijWe de�ne  = Xi=1;N wiiThen i = 11� 2wi ( Xj=1;N wj�ij � )after multiplying by wi and summation over i one may compute : = Xj=1;N Xk>j cjk�jkwhere cjk = wjwk 11� 2wj + 11� 2wk1 + Xj=1;N wj1� 2wjand obtain a closed form for i:i = 11� 2wi 0@Xj 6=i(wj � cij)�ij �Xj 6=i Xk>j; 6=i cjk�jk1AFor the r.m.s. uctuations we get:�2i = 1(1� 2wi)2 0@Xj 6=i(wj � cij)2��2ij �Xj 6=i Xk>j; 6=i c2jk��2jk1AHowever if we note �i the ux sensitivity of a baseline connecting antenna i with anidentical antenna: ��2ij = D2iD2j �2iS� = wiwj �2ib2ij��2jk = D2iD2j D2iD2k�2i b2jk = w2iwjwk �2ib2jkThen �g2i = 4 �2iS2�(1� 2wi)2 0@wiXj 6=iwj(1� cijwj )2 + w2i Xj 6=i Xk>j; 6=i c2jkwjwk1ANow if N is large enough, wj � 1=N and cjk � 1=N2. Neglecting all terms in 1=N :�g2i = 4�2iS2�wi�gi = 2 �iS�s�D2iAwhich shows than when the number of elements N is large, the precision of the gainmeasurement for one element is only determined by the size of this element and the totalcollecting area.


